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Plan of the presentation

▪ Understanding materials starting from electrons : an introduction to DFT

▪ Peculiarities of polymers simulations

▪ Radio-oxidation → kinetics, from elementary events

▪ Other properties from energy derivatives (vibrations, dielectric response)

▪ Beyond DFT: many body perturbation theory and optical properties
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A material (or a molecule) from bottom up

▪ M Nuclei (Rj) + N Electrons (ri) → Quantum mechanics → Schrödinger equation

Cannot be solved

▪ 1st: decouple ions and electrons : adiabatic approximation (melectron << Mion)

Still tough: 

how do we solve it?
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Do you know the Hartee[-Fock] method?

▪ Variational principle: minimize the energy:

▪ From many-particle to single particle equations: separate variables

▪ Classical Coulomb interaction energy

▪ Self-consistent solution using the electronic density n(r)=
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Hartree-Fock : the exchange interaction

▪ Take into account the anti-symmetry of the wave function (Fermion)
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Hartree potential exchange potential

= Σi
Exchange-correlation hole
Double integral (missing ∫dr1)



From Slater to Density Functional Theory

▪ Slater’s suggestion: can we espress the exchange correlation hole as a function of 

the density?

▪ Hohenberg-Kohn theorem (1964) : Everything as a functional of the density

▪ The ground state energy
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Is a universal functional, i.e., it does not depend on the external potential V0



Time-out: but what do we need the energy for?

▪ Predict/understand the stability of phases (why nature choses a given atomic structure?)

▪ Knowing forces (energy derivatives) we can search for new structures (relaxation)

▪ Thermodynamics: even calculations at T=0 K give hints on phase transformations, defects 

and even kinetics (energy barriers → Boltzmann exponentials).

▪ DFT gives us a ground state density → connections to experiments: X-ray diffraction, TEM, 

AFM … 
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But how to calculate energies in practice?

▪ Ψ is still a many-body wave function

▪ is unknown

▪ We still have to cope with the electron-electron interaction (W)

▪ … and we still have to cope with spatial fields
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Kohn-Sham scheme, basis sets, xc-functionals

▪ Solution 1 : separate variables, turn to single particle (Kohn-Sham) equations

▪ Solution 2 : approximate, like Slater (only density dependence)

▪ Solution 3 : project on a set of basis functions (e.g.: plane waves or gaussians))
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Kohn-Sham scheme

▪ Use an auxiliary system with independent particles 

▪ Easy: the local density approximation (LDA) :                                                     

with εxc(n) from Quantum-Monte Carlo simulations

▪ Others: GGA, GGA+vdW, hybrid functionals …
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Anything else
(waste bin)

Same density as the interacting system

Exchange-correlation functional



Self-consistent solution
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N electrons:
Computing time ~N3

Stop the cycle when the density and the Kohn-Sham potential are consistent

Trial to start with



Forces : Hellmann Feynman theorem

▪ Thanks to the normalization of single particle wave functions, ψ

▪ No need of wave function derivatives!

▪ λ=uα
i (atomic displacement) → we get forces : Fα

i

▪ We can relax the atomic structure → minimize the energy versus the atomic positions
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Basis sets : 

▪ Localised basis sets (e.g., gaussians, atomic orbitals …) 

▪ Less basis functions, good for isolated systems

▪ Non-variational, basis functions move with atoms

▪ Plane waves

▪ Variational, easy manipulation (FFT), natural choice for periodic systems

▪ Large basis sets, needs pseudopotentials

▪ Almost always frozen core (with or without pseudopotentials).
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How well does it work?

▪ Typically ~1% error in lattice parameters/bond length, but there are exceptions

▪ Few percent on bulk moduli, phonon frequencies

▪ (Free) Energy differences between phases are good enough to predict phase transitions. 

▪ Good charge densities
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Credit: Blanca Biel
University of Granada



Polymer simulations within DFT

▪ Strong ionic-covalent bonds and dispersive van der Waals interactions

▪ Need specific exchange-correlation functionals (vdW-DF, last 10 years)

▪ Complex microstructure, semicrystalline : 

▪ Overcome the limitation of system size 

with suitable model structures
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Examples with polyethylene (PE)

▪ Structural stability of the crystalline PE

▪ The GGA does not work

▪ Same for layered solids
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LDA

GGA (2)

From Montanari et al., J. Chem. Phys. 1999

From Roma et al, J. Phys. Chem. B 2018



Total energies lead to kinetics

▪ Energy barriers for reaction or diffusion are crucial to predict kinetics

▪ The probability of temperature activated processes stems from a Boltzmann exponential

▪ Example : diffusion

▪ Point defects mediate diffusion : 

▪ Equilibrium concentration:

▪ Jump rate:   
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From energy to energy barriers
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❑Nudged elastic band (NEB) uses DFT total energies/forces to explore energy landscapes

→ Finding the minimum energy path with the saddle point (transition state)

1) Preparing the equilibrium structures of the reactant and product that we want to calculate 
2) An initial path is constructed by connecting these two structures with a sequence of linearly

interpolated images
3) The path is then minimized through a series of iterations by adding spring forces along the

path on the potential energy surface (the elastic band)

x

4) Finding the minimum energy path and barrier (activation energy EA) for the reactions

Example in 2D
In reality: 3ND, 
N=number of 
atoms

Credit: Yunho AHN



Examples for diffusion and reactions in PE
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Alkyl migration

Hydroperoxide formation

Y. Ahn, X. Colin, G. Roma, Polymers 13, 2143 (2021).

S1 molecule S2 molecule

S1 solid S2 solid S3 solid



With forces we can run molecular dynamics

▪ Useful to investigate processes with small (i.e., thermal) energy barriers

▪ Example diffusion of O2 in PE

▪ Car-Parrinello method (without H diagonalization)
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Beyond first derivatives of the energy

▪ Linear response approach, or Density Functional Perturbation Theory (DFPT)

▪ First order perturbation of Kohn-Sham equations

▪ Derivatives of ψ, Exc, EHartree (in Kij): solution similar to Kohn-Sham (λ is a parameter)
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What can we do with second derivatives?

▪ λ≡Electric field: Dielectric constant 

▪ λ≡atomic displacements: Harmonic force constants

▪ Then vibrational frequencies ωi (phonons) and eigenvectors Uα
i

▪ λ≡field/displacement: Born effective charges

▪ i.e.: polarization induced by an atomic displacement

▪ With Z and Uα
i we can predict infrared intensities

▪ With ε∞ and Z one can obtain εstatic
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F≡Energy



Infrared spectra: an example
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molécule Fréquence calculée (cm-1) Fréquence expérimentale (cm-1) Déplacement (cm-1)
Cétone 
C4H8O

1700,47 1716* - 15,53

Aldéhyde 
C4H8O

1718,84 1731* -12,16

Ester 
C4H8O2

1722,48 1742* -19,52



Beyond the ground state: electronic excitations

▪ DFT is a ground state theory

▪ Electronic single particle eigenvalues are not supposed to describe electronic excitations

▪ Typical example: the band gap of semiconductors/insulators is strongly underestimated

▪ With standard LDA/GGA functionals (blue)

▪ Much better with hybrid functionals 

with some HF exchange, but somewhat empirical
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Credit: G. Rignanese
Uni. Louvain



Many-body perturbation theory: GW and BSE

▪ Start with an approximate (“non-interacting”) solution (e.g.: your preferred DFT flavour)

▪ Construct the susceptibility χ0(r,r’,ω) and from this the screened potential W0

▪ From G0 (green function) and χ → 1st order correction (G0W0) to single particle eigenvalues (red)

▪ If necessary iterate

▪ Still quasi-particles: does not include e-h interaction

▪ Solution: Bethe-Salpeter (two-particles) equation (BSE)

▪ Very much computationally/memory demanding
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Credit: G. Rignanese
Uni. Louvain



Optical properties within the GW-BSE approach
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Quasi-particle energies (GW)

Excitonic states (GW+BSE)

Strong exciton 
binding energy

Calculations with the                                         code



Optical properties within the GW-BSE approach
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Optical properties of saturated and 
unsaturated carbonyls in alkane chains

Roma et al., J. Phys. Chem. B 122, 2023 (2018)



Conclusions
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… or drink a glass 
of albana for me,
as I am not there, sigh …


